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Abstract

Changes in forest cover are a matter of global interest. Gannan is an important
ecological barrier in southeastern China. As rapid urbanization has led to increasing
illegal occupation of forest land, more attention must be paid to forest resources in
Gannan. This study aimed to explore changes in use of forest land in Gannan, China
based on Landsat TM/ETM remote sensing data for the years 2000, 2005 and 2010. By
grouping forest land use into four categories, we mapped land use/land cover change
(LUCC) and predicted future patterns. The study were divided into 3 parts: 1) mapping
LUCC in the region between 2000 and 2005; 2) applying the Markov–cellular automata
technique to these maps to predict potential changes in 2010 and to test the accuracy of
the prediction; and 3) predicting the land cover distribution in 2020. Results show that: In
2000-2005, Woodlands tended to change from high canopy density to low canopy density
forest lands, which indicated degradation of forest stands. If patterns of land use change
continue, the extent of closed forest, shrubbery and open forest will decrease. In Gannan,
woodland area is increasing but woodland quality is declining, which means that forest
resources are undergoing degeneration.
Keywords: Cellular automata; Forest land cover; Gannan; LUCC; Markov

1. Introduction
Forests represent a large proportion of terrestrial ecosystems. Forestland makes a strong
contribution to mitigation of climate change, maintenance of the global carbon balance,
protection of biodiversity, conservation of soil and water, and protection against erosion
by wind and water (Mayer et al. 2005). Forests are strongly affected by anthropogenic
activity and natural disasters, and degradation of forested areas is increasing on a global
scale. Monitoring and analyzing variation in forestland is of theoretical and practical
significance to reveal mechanisms behind these changes and to analyze and evaluate the
regional ecological environment (Overpeck et al. 1990). Changes in forest cover have
attracted international attention. These changes are largely a result of land use and land
cover change (LUCC) (Uddin et al. 2015), about which an increasing number of studies
have been conducted (Lambin et al. 2003; Verburg et al. 2011; Wardell et al 2003).
LUCC is one of the main factors influencing our daily life (Foley et al. 2005), and
estimation of spatiotemporal changes in forest area is an issue of international importance
(Kumar et al. 2014).
Methods to study spatiotemporal changes in LUCC and the consequences of these
changes are improving rapidly; a new methodological framework has been established
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that integrates classical geographical theory with remote sensing and geographic
information systems (GIS) (Liu et al. 2010). Global changes in land use are examined
using parameterization and quantization. The use of remote sensing data in studies of
forest area facilitates understanding of how LUCC influences climate, biodiversity and
carbon emissions (Falcucci et al. 2007; Serra et al. 2008; Hansen et al. 2012; Chen et al.
2007). Combining satellite remote sensing data with field surveys is important when
estimating changes in forest cover. Many researchers have combined remote sensing and
GIS to effectively monitor forest cover (Martinez et al. 2015; Srivastava et al. 2015;
Simoniello et al. 2015; Mullerova et al. 2014), and new developments in these
technologies enable more efficient modeling and prediction of LUCC. Markov models are
often used to simulate land use in defined areas because they enable accurate
quantification and fusion with spatial models. However, Markov models lack spatial
variables. Cellular automata (CA) models are classical models of land use that can
simulate the dynamic spatiotemporal evolution of complex systems ( Rujian, 1987). The
combination of CA and Markov models enables simulation of spatial land cover changes
and forecasting of long-term trends. CA–Markov method have been proved to be effective
tool to simulate spatial forest land use change (Tattoni et al. 2011; Mukhopadhyay et al.
2015; Cabra et al. 2009; Green et al. 2016). In our study, CA-Markov is applied to
examine forest changes of Gannan in China in terms of detailed forest land cover
classification. Gannan’s forest land are subdivided into closed forest land, shrubbery,
open forest land and other forest land and based on this classification, we mapped
Gannan’s land use/land cover changes and predicted future patterns. The article were to:
1) map LUCC in the region around Gannan, China between 2000 and 2005; 2) apply the
CA–Markov technique to these LUCC maps to simulate potential changes in 2010 and to
test the accuracy of the prediction; and 3) predict the potential changes in 2020 and
analyze the variation pattern.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Field Data
Gannan is a city in southern Jiangxi Province, China, where three large mountains
converge (Nanling, Wuyi and Zhuguang). It is at the southern edge of the subtropical
zone, at the boundary of China’s southern and northern subtropical climates. See its
location in Figure 1.
Gannan is an important ecological barrier in southeastern china and is called the
―Ecological Kingdom‖ and ―Green Treasure House‖. In 2012, China’s State Council
issued suggestions to support the promotion and development of former Soviet Central
areas such as Gannan (China State Council, 2012). This document describes how to
implement the southeastern ecological security barrier and how to use ecological
engineering and green industry to maintain ecological security and to promote regional
sustainable development in southeastern China.
Ecosystems in Gannan have been severely damaged during the last century. Since
1984, a series of national ecological projects has been carried out, including a 10-year
―greening‖ program and suspension of logging in natural broad-leaved forest (Song X et
al. 2015). According to China’s ―11th five-year plan‖ (The fourth session of the Tenth
National People's Congress, 2006), by the end of 2010, the city’s forest cover was 76.2%,
with a total standing stock of 119.22 million m3 and area of 3.06 million ha. Although
these values are large, there are still a lot of problems, such as the high percentage of
young and middle-aged trees, the unitary species composition of the plants, severe water
and soil loss and so on.
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With rapid urbanization, illegal occupation of forest land is increasingly common in
China. More attention must be paid to forest resources in Gannan in order to meet the dual
needs of ecological conservation and economic development.

Figure 1. Location of Gannan

2.2. Data Resources
A dataset was provided by Data Center for Resources and Environmental Sciences,
Chinese Academy of Sciences (RESDC) (http://www.resdc.cn), including remote sensing
information on land use in 2000, 2005 and 2010. These data were generated by visual
interpretation, mainly based on Landsat TM/ETM remote sensing images in each phase.
The database was in grid format (grid size 1000 m × 1000 m).
2.3. Land Use/Forest Cover Classification
Because our objective was to assess changes in forest land cover, we classified land use
into eight categories (Table 1). These eight land categories corresponded to 8 cellular
statuses in CA model.
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Table 1. Classification and Coding of Land Use
Category

Code

Definition

Farmland

1

Closed forest land

2

Irrigated and non-irrigated farmlands
Natural forests and plantations with canopy density > 30%,
including woodlands such as timber stands, economic forests
and protective forests

Shrubbery

3

Coppice-lands and scrub woodlands with canopy density
>40% and height <2 m

Open forest land

4

Forest lands with canopy density of 10% to 30%

Other forest land

5

Young afforested lands, slash, plant nurseries and garden
plots

Grassland

6

Grasslands with high, middle and low percent cover

Aquatic area

7

River and canals, lakes, reservoir pits, permanent ice and
snow, tidal flats and beaches

Urban and rural

8

Urban lands, rural residential areas and other lands
designated for construction

2.4. CA–Markov model
The Markov model is a stochastic process model that describes the likelihood of one
state changing to another state. Transition probability matrix is its key-descriptive tool
(Mousivand et al. 2007). The model is defined as a set of states where a process begins in
one of the states and moves consecutively from one state to another; each move is defined
as a step (Zhang et al. 2010). Cellular automata model is a well-known simulation model
where space and time are discrete and interactions are only local. The space is separated
into regular cells and the state of each particular cell is determined by the state of the cell
itself, as well as its surrounding cells, at a previous time period through a set of
predefined transition rules (Jokar et al. 2013) .The incorporation of neighboring states
through a combination of Markov and cellular automata (CA–Markov) approaches can
improve models that describe complex natural patterns (Guan DJ et al. 2011). Future
cover status was then predicted using a CA–Markov model based on the 2000 and 2005
land-cover classifications and the transition matrices, probability maps, and contiguity.
Transition matrices, representing the probability of changes between individual cover
types, were calculated for two periods, 2000–2005 and 2005–2010, using the
corresponding grids.
In our research, the cellular space was the entire grid area of Gannan, and the cellular
neighborhood was an N × N land-use matrix. Markov models have no spatial variables,
while the variables in CA models are closely combined with spatial location; thus, the
CA–Markov approach is an effective combination of the two methods. CA–Markov first
generates a transfer matrix and transfer suitability images. A CA filter is then constructed
according to a spatial weighting factor; CA transfer rules and boundaries can also be built
based on the transfer matrix. Finally, changes in every cell can be predicted. The CA–
Markov approach enables determining of transfer rules and consideration of spatial
factors.
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2.5. Research Process
Land cover change can be regarded as a Markov process, and every pixel is considered
a cell. Land cover categories correspond to cellular status, and neighboring pixels are
cellular neighbors. The land cover type of the central cell is finally determined using
transfer rules according to its land cover type and its neighbors in the previous time step.
The detailed steps are as follows:
1) The remote sensing data of land use in Gannan are first transferred into ASCII
format under ArcGIS platform and imported into IDRISI 17.0 to become raster form.
2) Based on land cover status of 2000 and 2005 in Gannan, Markov module in IDRISI
was called to obtain a land cover transfer probability matrix.
3) Setting land use cover of 2005 as the beginning of the varying pattern, we predict
land cover distribution in 2010. CA-markov module is called to conduct the prediction.
The Cellular Automata filter type was set as Standard 5*5 contiguity filter, which means a
5 × 5 pixel space is considered to have significant influence on the central cell.
4) Perform validation of model results, and conduct precision analysis.
5) Similarly, setting the real land use cover of 2010 as the beginning of the varying
pattern and calculating the land use transfer probability matrix based on land use in 2005
and 2010, as in the previous steps, we predict the land cover distribution in 2020.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Land Use Transfer Matrix
Using remote sensing information on land use in 2000 and 2005 as input for a Markov
model, land use transfer probability is obtained (Table 2).
Land cover transformation from 2000 to 2005 can be seen from Table 2. First, from the
perspective of to which 4 forest lands transfer, we can conclude that closed forest land
and shrubbery mostly was transferred to other forest land cover types, and the primary
conversion of open and other forest land was to farmland. What’s more, a relatively large
proportion of open forestland was also converted to other forest land. On the whole, forest
land was mainly converted to other forest types and to farmland.
Next, we asked what land types were transferred to forest land. The transfer sources of
closed forest land were relatively scattered and included farmland, shrubbery, grassland
and urban and rural land. Urban and rural lands are the only types that would convert to
shrub cover. There were fewer transfer sources of open forest land compared to closed
forest land. Only a small proportion of farmland, closed forest, and urban and rural land
transferred to open forest. In all, each land cover type could transfer to other types of
forest land, but the primary transfer sources were closed forest, farmland and shrubbery.
Table 2. Markovian Transition Probability Matrices of 2000–2005
Land Use Type

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Farmland

0.85

0.02

0.00

0.01

0.11

0.00

0.00

0.02

Closed forest land

0.03

0.83

0.00

0.01

0.12

0.00

0.00

0.00

Shrubbery

0.02

0.03

0.84

0.00

0.09

0.00

0.00

0.01

Open forest land

0.08

0.02

0.00

0.84

0.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

Other forest land

0.16

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.84

0.00

0.00

0.00

Grassland

0.11

0.02

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.83

0.00

0.00

Aquatic area

0.15

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.85

0.00

Urban and rural

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.85
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Overall, woodlands tended to change from high canopy density to low canopy density
forest lands, which indicated degradation of forest stands.
4.2. Prediction and Validation of Land Use in 2010
Based on land use cover in 2005, we predicted land cover distribution in 2010. Figure 2
shows the comparison between predicted land use in 2010 and actual real land use in
2010, 2005 and 2000.

(a) Predicted Land Use in 2010

(b) Real Land Use in 2010

(c) Real Land Use in 2005 (d) Real Land Use in 2000

Figure 2. A Comparison of Predicted in 2010 and Real Land Use in 2010,
2005 and 2000
To validate the results, we used a point-to-point comparison method with the kappa
coefficient based on real land use data for 2010. Table 3 shows the confusion matrix,
where the last row gives the Kappa Index of Agreement (KIA) using real land use as
reference. From the confusion matrix, CA-Markov model can be found to simulate real
forest land use well. The KIA of 4 forest land use types exceeds 0.85 except closed forest
land. 14% closed forest land are mistakenly predicted, especially to be other forest land,
open forest land and shrubbery, which leads a underestimation of closed forest land.
What’s more, it is obvious that the area of other forest land is over estimated. The overall
kappa value was 0.88, which is within the ideal range (Li X et al. 2007).
CA-Markov model can reflect the land cover change of Gannan forest to a certain
extant. The uncertainty of the prediction is mainly caused in two aspects. Firstly, the
transition matrix may fail to fully reflect the changing trend of the future. For instance, the
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real growth rate of other forest land in time period 2005-2010 is far less than that of 20002005, which leads to the overestimate of other forest land. Secondly, the transfer rule of
CA is not easy to determine as the forest land cover change is influenced by both natural
and human factor, such as DEM, slope, road, river, population density, GDP and so on.

Predicted Land Use

Table 3. Confusion Matrix of the Prediction in 2010

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
KIA

1
6130
12
2
1
623
1
0
121
0.88

2
552
17042
107
621
2583
21
1
2
0.76

Real Land Use
3
4
5
33
533
3
38
7
50
1213
0
3
0 5684
11
128
294 571
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
1
0.85 0.86 0.89

6
251
31
0
20
45
1808
0
0
0.84

7
55
0
0
0
0
0
316
0
0.85

8
6
2
2
4
9
9
10
322
0.88

From the point of spatial distribution, simulation error mainly occurred in the center of
regions with a large proportion of the same land use type. This is mainly because CA uses
a strict definition of neighbor rules that restricts the ability to simulate real-world
scenarios. On the other hand, the error also reflects that CA fails to fully consider the
influence of various practical factors and random factors.
4.3. Predicted Land Use in 2020
As CA-Markov method has passed the precision test, we use it to predict the land cover
distribution in 2020 based on the real land use of 2010. Figure 3 shows the predicted
result. The predicted area for each land use type is given in Table 4.
According to the model prediction, if the patterns of land-use change for 2005–2010
continue, forest land structure in Gannan will be dramatically changed by 2020. In 2020,
the total area of forest land will increase slightly, by 760 km2, but the area of open and
closed forest and shrubbery will all decrease. Shrubbery and open forest land will be
reduced by 21.9% and 22.4%, respectively. The increase in forest land is a result of rapid
growth of young afforested land, slash, plant nurseries and garden plots. Although forest
land is increasingly, the quality of this land-use category is declining, and forest resources
are undergoing degeneration. In addition farmland, grassland and aquatic areas are all
being reduced.
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Figure 3. Predicted Land Use in 2020
Table 4. Area and Percent of Predicted Land Use in 2020
Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Area in 2010

Percent

Area in 2020

Change in area

Percent

Percentage change

6890
20929
1416
6518
639
2155
371
364

17.54%
53.28%
3.60%
16.59%
1.63%
5.49%
0.94%
0.93%

6420
20849
1106
5058
3249
1815
311
475

-470
-80
-310
-1460
2610
-340
-60
111

16.34%
53.08%
2.82%
12.88%
8.27%
4.62%
0.79%
1.21%

-1.20%
-0.20%
-0.79%
-3.72%
6.64%
-0.87%
-0.15%
0.28%

5. Conclusions
This study predicted forest cover in Gannan, China using a combined cellular
automata—Markov model. Based on land cover data for 2005–2010, we constructed a
CA–Markov model to simulate landscape structure in 2020. The conclusions are as
follows.
(1) Land use transfer analysis: forest lands mainly changed to other types of forest land
and to farmland. The direction in which this change occurred was from other forest land
types and farmland. Woodlands changed from high-canopy-density to low-canopy-density
forests, which indicated degradation of forest stands.
(2) Land use simulation analysis: according to our prediction, if patterns of land use
change that occurred from 2005 to 2010 continue, the extent of closed forest, shrubbery
and open forest will decrease. These changes in forest land may jeopardize

microclimate areas, soil and water conservation, and ecosystem services. The
continuous development of forest resources in Gannan presents a serious challenge.
(3) CA-Markov simulates land cover change of Gannan forest well. The result can
provide the basis for land cover monitoring and sustainable development in the study
area. To further enhance the simulation precision, transition rules of cellular automata
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need to be more appropriate. CA-Markov model including influence factors and
government policies needs to be built. What’s more, land use data of higher spatial
resolution will reduce the scale of the cellular and thus improve the precision
quantitatively and spatially.
Forests in Gannan have significant ecological and economic potential. As urbanization
increases rapidly, anthropogenic activity not only brings economic prosperity, but it
causes environmental disruption. The shrinking of quality forest resources sounds an
alarm that rational planning and land use is critical when exploiting natural resources. The
government should strengthen ecological conversation to ensure the orderly proceeding of
forest tending projects. In addition, an ecological compensation mechanism should be
established to guarantee that forest structure is maintained consistent with policy.
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